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Waste Inspection Tomography (WIT)

Richard T. Bernardi
(bernardi @ interaccess.tom; 847-634-6425)

Bio-Imaging  Research, Inc.
425 Barclay Blvd.

Lincolnshire,  IL 60069

Introduction

Waste Inspection Tomography (WIT) consists of a self-sufficient mobile semi-trailer for Non-
Destructive Evaluation and Non-Destructive Assay (NDE/NDA) characterization of nuclear waste drums
using X-ray and gamma-ray tomographic techniques. WIT is a Program Research and Development
Announcement (PRDA) contract funded by the Environmental Management’s (EM) Office of Science
and Technology (OST/EM-50) for the United States Department of Energy (DOE). Bio-Imaging
Research, Inc. (BIR), of Lincolnshire,  Illinois has completed Phase I involving design, fabrication, factory
testing, evaluation and demonstration of WIT. The recently completed 23-month WIT Phase I included
the design, fabrication, and initial testing of all WIT subsystems installed on-board the trailer. Initial test
results include 2 MeV Digital Radiography (DR), Computed Tomography (CT), Anger camera imaging,
Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy, Collimated
Gama Scanning (CGS), and Active and Passive Computed Tomography (A&PCT) using a 1.4 mCi
source of 166Ho. These techniques were initially demonstrated on a 55-gallon phantom drum with three
simulated waste matrices of combustibles, heterogeneous metals, and cement using check sources of
gama active isotopes such as 137Cs and 133Ba with activities between 9 µCi and 250 µCi Waste matrix
identification, isotopic identification, and attenuation-corrected gamma activity determination were all
demonstrated nondestructively and noninvasively  in Phase I. The currently ongoing phase 2 involves
DOE site field test demonstrations at LLNL, RFETS, and INEL with real nuclear waste drums. Current
WIT experience includes inspecting 55 gallon drums of cement, graphite, sludge, glass, metals, and
combustibles. Thus far WIT has inspected drums with O to 20 gms of 239Pu. The minimum measured by
WIT was O.131 gm 239Pu in cement. The measurement of gram loadings from 100 nCi/gm up to 200 gm
239Pu is expected later in Phase 2.

The United States Department of Energy has in excess of 1,000,000 nuclear waste drums
currently stored at nearly 50 sites within the United States that need to be characterized over the next few
years. The contents of these drums must be characterized as either high-level waste (HLW), low-level
waste (LLW) or transuranic  waste (TRU), before the drums are assigned to one of three permanent
storage locations. Strict permitting regulations also require information to be gathered about the condition
and contents of the waste containers.

The Problem

X-ray imaging is an established method for nondestructive waste container examination. The
technique generally used is real-time radiography (RTR) using a 420 kV radiation source, in which a TV
camera is coupled to a two-dimensional, light-producing X-ray detector, such as an image intensifier or a
scintillation screen. The camera output provides a TV image that is viewed on a monitor during X-ray
exposure which, as an example, can see the motion of a moving liquid surface.

RTR systems have several disadvantages however. Area X-ray detectors typically suffer from
blooming artifacts. Blooming is caused when a saturated signal spills over into neighboring sensor
elements resulting in excessive brightness and limited spatial resolution. RTR systems have limited
contrast discrimination with a true dynamic range of usually less than 14-bits (16,384 gray levels in the
image), meaning that contrast in a single exposure is limited. An image intensifier is also limited to a
small area of the drum.
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NOTE: Other WIT funding sources have been a second PRDA DE- AC21 -96MC33 127 and an RCI cooperative
agreement 96-RCI-09,  also managed by METC

BIR plans to commercialize WIT and plans to offer drum scanning/characterization services to DOE and other
sites requiring mobile characterization capabilities.


